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Will they remember?
Meet the artificial foe at war
Will claim the stars
Stand up and fight
There's a price to pay
I can hear the death bell ring
Be no fool, better think twice
Fire
It all starts again
Cylons seal our fate
Our legacy
We're in the limelight of God
We're in the limelight
Of it all
We're in the limelight
It's too late
It's at stake
We're the damned
They drowse
They hide from themselves
Inside
Can we break the cycle?
Reveal the old secrets
Behold
The watcher in the sky
Find a new home
Roam in space
Let us flee into the unknown
As it seems
They're still dreaming
The Architects of Doom
They will say
Just keep your faith
Beyond the veil
We'll find the blue star
And they will say
That there's treason
The system's out of control
Yes, they say
There was a plan
So cruel
We better learn to understand
Now overcome your inner fear
Clear your mind
Rip off their mask of treason
Meet the artificial foe
Recall
Sacred scrolls
Hold wicked forms of truth
Wave after wave
They come in
Gods of a new line
They're in control
Gods of a new kind
There's no hope
But the miracle one
The crime of the century
Madness has grown
Don't downsize the deeds of the genius
Meet the trial of gods
Watcher in the sky
Feels no sorrow
Feels no shame
Feeds the beast



Feeds the insane
As it seems
They're still dreaming
The Architects of Doom
They will say
Despite the light
Behold the beauty of the black star
And they will say
That there's treason
Their vision's ready to grow
They will say
That there is hope
We can prevail
We will survive
Seek the sign
Find Jupiter's eye
Reason is in control
Remove the prisoner
And violate her mind
There's heresy in every age and time
Brings down our idols and ideals
There's no grace in war
On trial
Pure hybrid child
The final five
Revealed now
We're hiding our secrets
Behold
The watcher in the sky
Reign of fire
Reign of blood
The purge, it is not over yet
They will say better dream on
The Architects of Doom
They will say
Just keep your faith
Beyond the veil
We'll find the blue star
They will say
Better dream on
It's nowhere safe
You should know
They will say
We all are facing doom
The harbinger of death bears truth
Hybrid child
Hybrid child
Hybrid child
Stay alive
Be the sacrificial lamb
Once more
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